A kind of imaginary virtual flying with numerical simulation is used to testify the rightness of hypersonic aircraft with air dynamic coefficients. Since the attack angle is the most important factor that affect the stability of the hypersonic or supersonic aircraft, so a kind of virtual flying with constant attack angle is proposed to do the open loop numerical simulation to check the air coefficients of system model. This kind of testing method is very useful for situations that the rightness of the aircraft system model is not guaranteed, especially for complex flying systems. So this new testing method is very meaningful and useful for hypersonic engineering.
Introduction
The validity and accuracy of hypersonic model is the prerequisite that carries out the hypersonic research [1] [2] [3] [4] . At present, the model is in a non-public status. And the united states and abroad discloses several types of hypersonic model based on different methods, but the accuracy and reasonableness of its aerodynamic data can not be guaranteed. Therefore, this article verifies the correctness of the model by the research of a series of specific simple state flight digital simulation test in connection with hypersonic vehicle longitudinal motion model published by the U.S. air force research laboratory [5] [6] [7] [8] . At the same time, the difference between the change speed of attack angle and traditional non hypersonic aircraft are observed by simulation results. In a variety of typical simple state flight numeric simulation, it is very easy to do, but it is not easy for hypersonic vehicle, even if it is stable flight 0.5s, if the model is unreasonable, but also more difficult. Main reason is that the coupling relationship between elastic body shape and attack angle. In addition that the coupling between the engine and attack angle has a greater impact for stable run smoothly of flight digital simulation.
Model Description
Considering the elastic shape structure, a kind of pitch channel hypersonic aircraft model built according to Lagrange equation is released by USA air force as followed: 
And V is speed,  is the speed angle,  is attack angle, Q is the attitude angle speed, h is the height.  is the oil supplying factor, c  is the duck wing and e  is the lift rudder.
Simulation settings of free flying
In order to testify the rightness of the model of hypersonic aircraft, choose a initial height as 
Numerical Simulation and result analysis
With above model and air coefficients and set initial condition as above paragraph and write a program with m language in Matlab software, then the simulation can be done and simulation results can be shown as following figures. It can be seen that trajectory angle has greater divergence degree in the 0.5 seconds flight of fixed attack angle. It is caused by the elastic deformation, while this case will not happen in the low speed missile. The height and trajectory inclination are diverging slowly in the fixed attack angle flight of low-speed missile.
Conclusion
It can be found that 0.5s for a given attack angle flight is basically stable from the above attack angle, altitude, speed, trajectory angle, engine throttle opening, thrust, resistance, elasticity curve shape. It verifies that the hypersonic vehicle model is reasonable. The basic purpose of the preliminary validation model is achieved. But diverging of superb aircraft elastic body shape is faster, leading to the surge in its force, so that the gesture diverges quickly, and this is the essence different with the traditional speed aircraft. Its posture and height can keep stable flying more than 2s within a certain range when attack angle of traditions supersonic or subsonic aircraft is given.
